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About This Content

Songs of the Caliph contains two new songs, totaling 11 minutes. Composed by the talented Andreas Waldetoft, these songs are
used while playing as Muslim rulers in the Sword of Islam expansion.

Song Tracks:

Saladin Arrives at Jerusalem
The Persian Army
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crusader kings ii songs of the caliph

I don't think this game should have a mixed review... Was a great game on Wii and It's a great game now...
It seems like a lot of reviews were before a major update that fixed a lot of things, so there is that.
I'd say to get it and try the game, its a lot of fun, an uncommon and fun gameplay, cute and funny characters and story and
overall an amazing game in my opinion.
It might not have the best optimization, but it did run smoothly when i closed a few programs on the computer.
I'd say get it and try it \o/. It seems like a neat idea, but switching between 7 characters is actually kind of awkward.. Do you
recommend this game?
 Yes
 NOTHING IS WRONG WITH IT YOU BUY IT AND PLAY IT I BUY YOU AND PLAY YOU
 No
Can we bomb the no option for just gimbal?

. To start off; This game is in early access at the moment, so don't expect it to be perfect. The game is pretty fun, and has quite
beautiful scenery. For me, this is the kind of game that you could pick up and play and then 3 hours fly by without you knowing,
the island is large, the combat is fun, the scenery is beautiful, yes the colors are a bit much but that can be fixed.

I haven't built too much yet, so I'll probably update this review when I build more stuff.. Acaratus is a turn-based strategy filled
with rpg elements. I noticed Acaratus a year ago, it looked good, but sadly I forgot to follow it's development. As soon as I saw
it on steam I had to buy it and it's my new favourite game!

Pros:
+So much customisation! Modify body, legs, weapons and various other accessories on your mechs.
+Level up your main character and choose helpful perks.
+Combat is action point based on a grid, it's simple, but entertaining and satisfying.
+Interesting story.
+Graphics are good.
+Short battles mean that you can play as little or as much as you like\/have time for.

Cons:
-Some things aren't explained properly, but the devs say that they will be adding more tooltips etc.
-Once you find a good strategy, it becomes pretty repetative.

Devs!
Your game is awesome!. Solid platformer metroidvania game, for the most part the level design is pretty clever and gets a lot
out of the minimal control scheme. Biggest gripe I have is that double tap dash is always, alwyas a bad mechanic and having the
option to switch to a button for a dash would be much preferred. Also think a lot of the chaser fireball sections aren't great. But
besides that it's all good stuff, definitely gets pretty challenging near the end but rarely feels unfair and the bonus level as well is
challenging but mostly pretty reasonable and not too long either. It's a good length for the kind of game this is. Visually it's okay,
not great but serviceable, and the soundtrack's pretty solid too. All in all probably worth the asking price and worth playng if you
want a quick but satisfying platforming challenge.. Holy cow! The soundtracks alone is worth more than the price of this DLC!

Absolutely amazing music!. Definitely my favorite remake so far! I enjoy *all* the tables, but this one is at the top of my list
and one I can always go back to regardless of my mood.

It's a pretty unique table in that you start with a two-ball multiball, and have a simple method to add back a lost ball should you
drop one of them. Goals are broadcasted well, the flow is enjoyable, and constant multiball is always a blast! If you're going to
get only one of the remade tables, this would be the one I'd personally recommend.
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How did I miss this gem! This is very polished and very immersive wish I had picked this one up much earlier!. Highly
recommend. It takes a bit to really wrap your head around how the ball actually does pivot, but when you do you'll find yourself
"snaking" around. I'd recommend the whole Minimalist Arcade Series.

https://youtu.be/_ls_sYxp_Zw. undertale but spook. Interesting!. Usually I am not into "story rich" games, but this is one of
those exceptions to the rule. I have finished the game, only found 8 recipes (I know now why, thanks to the great guide), and
will replay the game so I can get hold of all 10 recipes.

This is such a fun and entertaining game, with lovely graphics and colours, and a wonderful set of characters. I highly
recommend this game to anyone who likes to play a relaxed game.
. I'm actually enjoying playing this game, its not as simplistic as it looks with the controls and difficulty being hard enough to
grasp at first but when you score a belter into the top corner you know its feels so much more valuable than the goal you could
have scored in FIFA. While I do have my gripes with the game, I feel its customisable enough for me to have my own gamestyle
and way to play rather than being pigeonholed into one playstyle.

Here is a video of me playing it:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=BxHwZijfHD4

And another video of pure gameplay.
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=rQ8K1npjCkM

At this price I'd recommend it, \u20ac2.99 for an alternative football game which is tough and retro is a bargain.
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